Orientation measurements of microsphere doublets and metaphase chromosomes in flow.
Obtaining information about the shape of particles from slit-scan profiles is facilitated if the particles are oriented. Elongated particles orient in the nozzle of flow cytometers, but orientation may be disrupted before the particles get to the point of measurement. We have used our slit-scan flow cytometer to investigate the orientation of microsphere doublets in a liquid jet in air, in flow across a glass surface, and in a 200-microns-square capillary tube as a function of distance from the flow chamber nozzle. Particles were classified as being oriented if there was a centrally located dip in the slit-scan profile. Essentially all the doublets in the jet were oriented, and no disorientation was noted over the distances measured (up to 10 mm from the nozzle). Particle orientation was maintained for 80 microns in flow across a glass surface. In the capillary-type flow chamber, essentially all of the particles were oriented at the tube entrance and for several millimeters into the tube. There then occurred a region where particle tumbling started and progressively fewer doublets met the orientation criteria. The distance to where tumbling began could be estimated by calculating the length required to establish the parabolic flow profile in the tube. Finally, the fraction of oriented particles reached a constant value that did not change with increased distance into the tube. When sample was injected off axis (i.e., halfway between the chamber center and the chamber walls), particle tumbling began closer to the tube entrance.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)